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REMOTE MAINTENANCE

 

myREX24, VPN portal 
The VPN portal myREX24 serves as a mediation server for VPN 
communication between the provider of remote maintenance 
and the customer facility:
This means both sides can establish the VPN tunnel as an outgo-
ing connection. 
Firewalls and limitations of services or mobile operators are thus 
no longer an issue, because these only limit data traffic into the 
network and not out of the network. The outgoing connections 
are briefly on hold until the VPN tunnel is established, and then 
the actual communication takes place there.
In order to use the myREX24 system, all that is required is an 
Internet connection and an access account, which is set up once. 
The configuration of the REX routers is also created on the portal 
and can then be easily transferred to the router.
The myREX24 VPN portal is hosted at a high-performance data 
center. A redundant connection with 365/24/7 monitoring guar-
antees an average annual network availability of at least 99%.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
 ∙ Redundant portal hosting (>99 % availability)
 ∙ shDIALUP software for easily establishing a connection 
from a PC

 ∙ Configuration of the REX router on the myREX24  
VPN portal

 ∙ User and permissions management system
 ∙ Reports on every single connection that is established
 ∙ myREX24 company edition – exclusive server with high 
reliability and its own IP address

Note
You can find additional information and ordering data on  
page 50.

myREX24 company edition
Do you want your own mediation server for your company?  
Is your IT department demanding a closed system?  
Do you need complete system performance for your own remote 
maintenance applications? 
Do you need special functions?
Then use the “company edition” of myREX24. We host the sys-
tem exclusively for you in a professional data center.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
 ∙ High reliability through exclusive redundancy
 ∙ Individual customized design
 ∙ Exclusively for your business
 ∙ A variety of performance variants

Note
You can find additional information and ordering data on  
page 50.

myREX24, VPN portal

Functional principle of myREX24
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REX Global SIM 
The prepaid card REX Global SIM is specially designed for teleser-
vice and M2M applications. It is used for global connectivity of 
the REX industrial router to the VPN portal myREX24 – for data 
capture, visualization, alerting, teleservice, or direct M2M com-
munications.

FEATURES
 ∙ Network coverage in more than 50 countries worldwide
 ∙ Two possible rate zones (Europe and worldwide)
 ∙ No contract
 ∙ Support for GSM services (3G data and SMS)
 ∙ Simple, transparent pricing with no hidden costs
 ∙ Convenient management of multiple SIM cards on the 
MyM2M portal

REX Global SIM; shSMS; WEB2go

shSMS
You can use myREX24 to activate a REX GSM router with an SMS 
text message. The SMS text message is sent to the defined cellular 
network number autonomously by the myREX24 portal using 
shSMS. 

FEATURES
 ∙ Activating connections from myREX24
 ∙ Phone number stored in the configuration
 ∙ Simple cost control
 ∙ Sending of alarm SMS messages from devices without 
mobile connectivity

WEB2go
WEB2go is designed to enable you to monitor your equipment 
even when you are on the go by allowing you to retrieve the 
most important equipment data on your smartphone or tablet 
computer. 

FEATURES
 ∙ Easy access through an HTML5-enabled web browser
 ∙ HTTPS encryption
 ∙ No additional software or app needed
 ∙ Ideal for mobile remote diagnostics via smartphones or 
tablet computers

 ∙ Monitoring and visualization
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1) Active connections
The number of active connections is the number of connections 
between a user and a REX device. In other words, all users and REX 
devices can be connected online to myREX24, but an active con-
nection only counts the moment a user connects to a REX. 

2) Term
This license will be automatically renewed for one year unless 
renewal is canceled at least four weeks before the license expires.

ORDERING DATA ORDER NO.

REX Global-SIM, mini SIM card with €15 start credit 
Scope of delivery: SIM card, phone number, and activation data (PIN, PUK, ICCID)

700-879-SIM01

myREX24 free 
Access account for myREX24.net with one free active¹connection and one WEB2go connection and the option of 
creating ten REX 300 devices for free and using ten free SMS text messages (once only). 
 ∙ Number of devices allowed: 250 (as of the 11th device there are additional costs) 
 ∙ Number of users allowed: 250 
 ∙ Number of user groups/clients allowed: 250 
 ∙ Number of active connections: 1 (additional charges apply starting with the 2nd active connection¹)
 ∙ Number of WEB2go connections: 1 (as of the 2nd connection there are additional costs)

myREX24 REX01, one-time fee for each additional REX in the portal (as of the 11th device) 800-870-REX01

myREX24 REX10, one-time fee for 10 additional REX devices in the portal 800-870-REX10

myREX24 ac1, license for 1 additional active connection¹, expires 1 year after invoice date². 800-870-ACT01

myREX24 ac3, license for 3 additional active connections¹, expires 1 year after invoice date². 800-870-ACT03

myREX24 ac5, license for 5 additional active connections¹, expires 1 year after invoice date². 800-870-ACT05

myREX24 ac10, license for 10 additional active connections¹, expires 1 year after invoice date². 800-870-ACT10

myREX24 WEB5, license for 5 additional WEB2go connections; expires 1 year after the invoice date², 800-870-WEB05

myREX24 WEB10, license for 10 additional WEB2go connections, expires 1 year after the invoice date². 800-870-WEB10

myREX24 WEB25, license for 25 additional WEB2go connections, expires 1 year after the invoice date². 800-870-WEB25

myREX24 WEB50, license for 50 additional WEB2go connections, expires 1 year after the invoice date². 800-870-WEB50

myREX24 shSMS 50, package for 50 SMS 800-870-SMS05

myREX24 shSMS 100, package for 100 SMS 800-870-SMS10

myREX24 shSMS 200, package for 200 SMS 800-870-SMS20

myREX24 shSMS 300, package for 300 SMS 800-870-SMS30

myREX24 shSMS 500, package for 500 SMS 800-870-SMS50

myREX24 company edition On request

On this page you will find the ordering data for the REX Global 
SIM and myREX24 products. 
Our technical sales is happy to help you with questions involving 
teleservicing.

Ordering data for REX Global SIM, myREX24


